
OPUA SCHOOL
Term 2 Week 8

Term 3 Clubs 
We are in the final stages of planning for our really exciting Clubs’ Sessions in Term 
3 but, we do need a few more parents to help with activities. Are you able to give us 
one hour from 2-3pm each Wednesday for Term 3’s 10 weeks and offer an activity for 
a group of 6 to 8 children to do? [Please refer to previous letter for all the details and 
a very wide range of possible activities. If you want another copy of this letter, please 
ask Maree or Simon] So far, and with much excitement and gratitude, we have the 
following clubs happening:

1. Christmas Float preparation - Katja [Hannah and Louisa’s mum];
2. Healthy Snacks - Emma [Lola and Isla’s mum];
3. Rope work / Science of Sailing and Flying - Paul [Lola and Isla’s dad];
4. Film making club; making a short film - Delia and Nathan [Soraya and    
       Jesse’s mum and dad];
5. Fitness Stations’ constructions - Craig and Jamie [Jesse and Mitchell’s 
      dads] with Simon;
6. Internal wall hanging / mural from recyclable materials  - Kylie [Lilly and  
     Sebastian’s mum];
7. Simple Coding - Juliette [our Rm 1 teacher];
8. Car park mural - Ineka [our Rm 2 teacher];
9. Cloak making - Linda [our Rm 3 teacher];
10. Science Fun - Lynette [our Rm 4 teacher];
11. Rakau making/playing and card craft - Margaret [our Rm 5 teacher];
12. Flax Flowers - Jax [our Teacher Aide].
13. Sand Art - Michelle (Teacher Aide)
14. Eco Bags- Maree (Random lady)

Ideally we would like 3 or 4 more activities to keep the groups to under 8 children 
each. Also remember: if you are not available for the whole 10 weeks, you could work 
together with a family member or friend/relative and do 5 weeks each of 2 different 
activities. If you would like to pop in and discuss your idea[s] with Simon, don’t 
hesitate. He would be delighted to hear from you.                           MANY THANKS!
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School Sharing Tomorrow 2 - 3PM  TITOKI is sharing. ALL WELCOME!

PLEASE!!    PLEASE!!   PLEASE!!

PLEASE!!    PLEASE!!   PLEASE!!

PLEASE!!    PLEASE!!   PLEASE!!

PLEASE!!    PLEASE!!   PLEASE!!

PLEASE!!    PLEASE!!   PLEASE!!

DO NOT PARK ON THE KERB/GROUND in the area over the road 
from the staff car park. It is dangerous to do so as it blocks the pathway 
for children walking up to the parking area further up the road. Children 
should not have to go onto the road to have to go past your car. If in any 
doubt, PLEASE park at the turning circle area or even further up at Penny 

Street and walk down to collect.

DO NOT DO A THREE POINT TURN in the middle of Franklin Street 
(using the staff car park). It is VERY dangerous and it is exactly why we had 

the turning circle built.

PLEASE CHECK THAT YOUR CHILD HAS GOT THEIR CORRECTLY 
NAMED JERSEY. There are lots of missing, named jerseys being worn by 
the wrong child and parents are getting frustrated. Please check at home.

FORGIVE ME FOR HAVING A MOAN. I have been approached by 

many upset parents over these issues and I feel the need to pass it on.  

Also, PLEASE COME IN A TALK TO THE TEACHERS OR MYSELF if you 

have any questions, concerns or issues. Thank you!

DO NOT OBSTRUCT Kellet Street at any time. Please do not double/triple 
park and PLEASE do not park where there are yellow lines. Please consider 
coming a bit later than the 3pm rush, especially if your child likes to play a 
little bit after school. We realise that we do not have the most ideal parking 
situation, but if we all just work together and make sensible decisions then 

it will be safer for all concerned, especially the children. 



Room one and two visit kiwi North
Check out OPua School on 

FaceBook to see more photos!

*  *  *  *  *  * 

28 JUNE WEARABLE ARTS SHOW - 1.30 - 3PM

 ALL WELCOME!

*  *  *  *  *  * 

29 JUNE MAROMAKU RUGBY NETBALL DAY

*  *  *  *  *  * 

 5 JULY - PARENT - TEACHER - STUDENT  

MEETINGS - 2-7PM

*  *  *  *  *  * 

6 JULY - LAST DAY OF TERM 2

MUFTI DAY

WHAT'S HAPPENING?

SCHOOL LUNCH 
TOMORROW 

-  SAUSAGES $2.50
-  ‘ JUCY’  ICE BLOCK $1

ORDER AT THE SCHOOL 
OFFICE BEFORE 9AM.



SKITING ABOUT WRITING:
HAIKU BY JAIRUS

(Winner of Michelle’s Haiku Competition)

Benjy loves school lots.
He likes playing soccer heaps.

He drinks ink and frowns .

(true story)

Parent-Teacher- Student Conferences 
Thursday 5th July 2017   2pm - 6.45pm

This year  we are continuing with the ‘triangular’ format for
Parent – Teacher – Student Conferences

Why?

Not only are the students the best people to tell their parents what they have been learning, but 
we believe that students build on their learning by communicating what they know. Providing an 
opportunity for students to tell their family what they know can  significantly boost that learning.

Please keep in mind that you can approach the teachers ANYTIME to                                                             
discuss your child’s learning, progress and behaviour.

The meeting will be 15 minutes. Please indicate your preferred time on the form below 
and return it to school. Maree will try to fit you in to the timetable as best as possible.

Child’s Name Teacher Preferred Time
between 2pm and 6.45pm

Daytime contact Phone # Email address

If this day does not suit please 
indicate a day which does and we can 
arrange a meeting with the teacher(s) 

concerned. 
You can also email Maree at 

office@opua.school.nz

The timetable will be printed in 
NEXT WEEK’S NEWSLETTER. 


